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Step-by-Step Exercises for Building the VBS
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15.7 Exercise 3C - Advanced Search
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15.10 Exercise 4B - Create a New Customer Account
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15.12 Exercise 4D - CartLogout
15.13 Exercise 5 - Virtual Shopping (CartServices) (Weeks 10 and 11)
15.14 Exercise 6 - E-Payment (Week 12)

15.1 INTRODUCTION

In previous chapters, we used the VBS to explain the basic technologies for building an e-commerce system as well as the principles of e-commerce. In this chapter, we provide some step-by-step exercises for building the VBS using Java Servlet as
the main programming tool. These exercises will give you hands-on programming experiences in building a B2C e-commerce system from scratch. The programming techniques applied in the exercises can in fact be adapted in many other e-commerce systems.

Altogether there are six exercises. Each exercise is devoted to building part of the system. After completing all the exercises, you will build the complete VBS, which incorporates most of the B2C e-commerce system functions including access control, shopping cart, and search engine.

It takes about 12 weeks to complete all the exercises. If this book is used for teaching a computing course in e-commerce, the exercises should fit neatly into a 12-week laboratory project for the students. It is recommended that students should form teams of three to four people to build the VBS. The exercises also provide a good reference for e-commerce programmers/developers and Information Technology managers.

In each exercise, we provide you with the objective, the program instruction, and some program hints. The objective defines the program requirements. In some cases, a flow chart is included to explain the main logic of the program. The program instruction guides you in writing the program, and the program hints help you to complete it. Of course, there are many different ways to write the programs. For your reference, the sample answers can be downloaded from the web site of this book. The program listings are labeled as Fig. Ax.y where x and y are the exercise number and program number, respectively. In other words, this chapter is designed to work in conjunction with the Web site of this book. By integrating all the programs, you can build the VBS. It is strongly encouraged that you try to write the programs yourself first. By doing so, you will learn a lot more. (For instructors who adopt this book, the “laboratory exercise version” is available for developing your own laboratory exercises.)

15.1.1 Typical e-shopping scenario

Let us first look at a typical shopping scenario for a VBS customer. To purchase some books, the customer will usually go through the following steps:

1. access the Web site of the VBS;
2. login to the VBS;
3. search for the required books;
4. select the required books and put them into a virtual shopping cart;
5. view/change the content of the shopping cart if required; and
6. check out and settle the payment.
Note that step 2 can also be deferred until check out is required. The aforementioned assumes that the customer has already registered with the VBS (i.e., he has an account in the VBS system already) and so he can login to the system at any time. The VBS should also provide a function for new customers to create an account in the VBS system.

15.1.2 VBS – system overview

Figure 15.1 gives a general overview of the major modules of the VBS system. It consists of four main systems as follows:

1. **Search engine system** – Provides different types of book search functions including quick search, category search, and advanced search.

2. **Access control system** – Provides various user login functions including creation of new user account and validation of login information.

3. **Shopping cart system** – Provides virtual shopping cart functions by using the Java Servlet session tracking technique.

4. **Checkout system** – Provides the checkout functions after shopping (it is referred to as e-payment).

![Figure 15.1 Schematic diagram of VBS system](image-url)
The VBS project consists of six interrelated exercises (12 weeks) as follows:

- Exercise 1 (Weeks 1 and 2): VBS homepage design
- Exercise 2 (Weeks 3 and 4): Form validation with Javascripts
- Exercise 3 (Weeks 5–7): Search engines
- Exercise 4 (Weeks 8 and 9): Access control (CartLogin)
- Exercise 5 (Weeks 10 and 11): Shopping cart system
- Exercise 6 (Week 12): Checkout (e-Payment)

15.2 EXERCISE 1 – VBS HOMEPAGE DESIGN (WEEKS 1 AND 2)

15.2.1 Objectives

In the first two weeks, the major objective is to build the homepage of the VBS by using the nested framed page technique. Furthermore, we will also create a dynamic banner by using both the Servlet technique and the JavaScript technique. The dynamic banner can be rented out for generating advertising revenue for the VBS!

15.2.2 Program instructions

1. Build the VBS homepage by using three nested frames: banner, index, and content, as shown in Figure 15.2. The sample answer is given in Figure A1.1. Create the following HTML files for building the VBS homepage:
   - Welcome.html: The main welcome page/content page
   - Top.html: The banner page
   - Menu.html: The index page

   You are encouraged to design the homepage with as many web publishing techniques as possible. Of course, you can use the web publishing tools. Be innovative!

2. Using the Servlet technique, create a dynamic banner by displaying the four images as shown in Figure 15.3 in a cyclic manner. The sample answer is given in Figure A1.2.

3. Repeat step 2 by using JavaScript. The sample answer is given in Figures A1.3a–A1.3c.

4. Compare the pros and cons of using the two approaches (i.e. steps 2 and 3). Which one would you choose for your VBS system? Why?
Figure 15.2  VBS homepage using nested frame page technique

Figure 15.3  Dynamic banner based on four different images
15.2.3 Program hints

1. Nested frame pages can be created by using the "frameset" and "frame" tags. Details can be found in Chapter 3.

2. For the Servlet approach, the "dynamic" effect can be achieved by setting the response object "resp" of the HTML document as

   ```
   resp.setHeader("Refresh", "2");
   ```

   By doing so, it will ask the web browser to "refresh" the current web page once every 2 s. You should think about what to include in the web page each time and how to do it.

3. For the JavaScript approach, we cannot include the Javascript in the banner page. Why? We need to include the Javascript in a static page, otherwise it will be overwritten every time a new page is loaded. The index page is the best choice. Therefore, it is recommended that the Javascript that is used to invoke the animation in the banner page should be written in the index page.

   Let us give an overview of what should be done. In the "welcome.html" file, a function should be included to start the animation when the web page is loaded. In the "menu.html" file, an array should be used to keep track of which image is to be loaded next time. When the time comes, the image should be written in the banner page accordingly. To implement this using Javascript, please visit http://developer.netscape.com/docs/examples/javascript/formval/overview.html and other Javascript references on the internet.

15.3 EXERCISE 2 – FORM VALIDATION USING JAVASCRIPT (WEEKS 3 AND 4)

15.3.1 Objectives

In Weeks 3 and 4, the objectives are to create an HTML form for creating a new account and to write the corresponding Javascripts for validating the input data.

15.3.2 Program instructions

1. Create an HTML form for creating a new user account. A sample is shown in Figure 15.4. The HTML form contains the following fields:

   - Customer ID (Text input: length 30)
   - Password (Password input: length 10)
2. Write the Javascripts to perform the following validations*:
   - to "trim" all text inputs;
   - to check for the existence of "@" and "." characters in the e-mail field;
   - to check whether the expiry date of the credit card is before or after current day. Return false if it is before (or equal to) current date;

* Bonus: All the form validation Javascript functions being used in the VBS system are "embedded" into the HTML file "JavaScriptCode.html" (Figure A2.4), which is invoked by the Java class "JavaScriptCode" (Figure A2.3). For clarity purpose, all the "global" constants being used in VBS system are collected into the file "MALL_CONST.java" (Figure A2.2).
- to ensure that numbers rather than characters are entered into the number fields (e.g. credit card number); and
- to ensure that the characters entered in the "Password" field are the same as that entered in the "Re-enter Password" field.

The sample HTML document for "Create New Customer Account" form validation using Javascripts is given in Figure A2.1.

15.3.3 Program hints

1. Details on HTML form elements (e.g., text input, password input, checkbox and buttons etc.) as well as an overview of JavaScript can be found in Chapter 3.

2. Please visit http://developer.netscape.com/docs/examples/javascript/formval/overview.html to learn more about JavaScript and how it can be used to perform form validation.

15.4 EXERCISE 3 – SEARCH ENGINES (WEEKS 5–7)

15.4.1 VBS – System flow

In the previous two exercises, we created the “front-door” of the VBS. Using this as a start, we will build the functional modules for the VBS, which include search engines, user login, shopping cart, and checkout.

A general overview of the VBS system is shown in Figure 15.5.

As shown in Figure 15.5, the major modules are invoked by clicking the corresponding buttons in the menu page of the index frame. They include:

- Quick search button – for performing the quick search
- Advanced search button – for performing the advanced search
- Category search button – for performing the category search
- Login button – for customer login
- View cart button – for viewing the shopping cart
- Logout button – for logging out the system
- Change password button – for changing the password
- New account button – for creating a new account
Figure 15.5  System flow of VBS

Figure 15.5 also shows the major program flow and the corresponding servlets/HTML file being invoked in each case.

The VBS has a simple Microsoft Access database called mall.mdb. It contains the following tables:

- **Bookstore** – for storing the book information in the VBS
- **Transaction** – for storing the order information
- **Customer** – for storing registered customers' information.
The table fields are shown as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fields</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bookstore table</strong></td>
<td>ISBN code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title of the book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Author name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Publisher name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Year of publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Price of book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Category of the book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desc</td>
<td>Description of the book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Available quantity of the book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transaction table</strong></td>
<td>Customer name of the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isbn</td>
<td>The ISBN code of the book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeliveryQty</td>
<td>The quantity of the book delivered to the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubscribeQty</td>
<td>The quantity of the book ordered by the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customer table</strong></td>
<td>CustID customer ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password</td>
<td>Password of the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>E-mail of the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetNews</td>
<td>Indicate whether the customer is willing to receive latest news</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus</td>
<td>Bonus points of the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Gender of the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fname</td>
<td>First name of the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lname</td>
<td>Last name of the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CreditNo1</td>
<td>The credit card number of the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiry date</td>
<td>Expiry date of the credit card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>The address of the customer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**15.4.2 Objectives**

In this exercise, the major objective is to build a search system that is composed of different search options:

- **Quick search** – based on simple keyword(s)
- **Category search** – based on a predefined book category
- **Advance search** – based on a combination of different book attributes including book name, author’s name, price, etc.
15.4.3 Search engine: Program flow

Irrespective of the search techniques, the main program flow is the same as shown in Figure 15.6, which is given by the Java program "DbQuery.java" (Figure A3.2).

![Flowchart](image)

**Figure 15.6** Generic logic flow for search engine
For each search method, the main steps are as follows:

1. retrieve the search criteria entered by the user
2. build the SQL statement
3. collect the search results
4. format the search results in HTML format and display them

Steps 3 and 4 will be performed by two methods, namely `BookQuery.booksearch` and `DisplayResult.displayTable`, respectively.

As shown in Figure 15.7, the "search engine" package has three search programs, namely, `QuickSearch.java`, `CategorySearch.java`, and `AdvancedSearch.java` for performing quick search, category search, and advanced search, respectively.

In addition, `BookQuery.java` and `DisplayResult.java` contain the common servlet methods that can be shared by the three different search programs. `SE_CONST.java` (Figure A3.1) contains the common constant values (i.e. String values) that are used in the search engine programs.

15.5 **EXERCISE 3A – QUICK SEARCH**

15.5.1 Program instructions

1. Write the Quick Search Servlet (namely `QuickSearch.java`) to perform the simple keyword search. In this case, a user enters the key word in the text-box for the keyword search (see Figure 15.2). The search is then triggered by clicking the "GO" button.

2. The program will search for books in the database that have the specified keyword(s) in the following fields:
3. Write two programs `BookQuery.java` and `DisplayResult.java` to perform the SQL query and format the query results, respectively. Note that these two programs can be shared by the other two search programs in the following exercises. Basically, by giving the search criteria (SQL command), the `booksearch()` method can perform the search and generate the resultset object. The three different search programs can make use of `BookQuery.java` to perform the search by providing the respective search criteria. Once the resultSet object is generated, it can be passed to the `DisplayResult.class` to display the search results. The sample answers for `BookQuery.java`, `DisplayResult.java`, and `QuickSearch.java` are given in Figures A3.3, A3.4, and A3.5, respectively.

15.5.2 Program hints

1. Figure 15.8 shows the proposed program structure of the VBS up to the current stage. The root directory contains the "image" folder, the HTML files for the VBS, the "search engine" folder, and the `MALL_CONST.class`. By now you should have developed the HTML files. Let us explain the other components as follows.

   For ease of programming and management, a `MALL_CONST.class` can be written to define the String values that will be used throughout the VBS package. A sample can be found in Figure A2.2. The "image" folder contains the image files (e.g. book images, common icons, etc.) for the VBS. Similarly, `SE_CONST.class` defines the String values that will be used for the search engine package only (i.e., the three search programs only).

2. Suppose that the keyword entered by the user is "Java." The corresponding SQL statement for the quick search looks like this:

   ```
   Select name, author, publisher, price, ISBN, year from bookstore
   where name like "%Java%" or author like "%Java%" or publisher
   like "%Java%" ... .
   ```

   Now the problem is that we need to turn the SQL statement into a String object and express it in terms of the String constants as defined in `SE_CONST.java`. Suppose that the entered keyword is stored in the variable "keyword." The search criteria (`bookQuery`) for the Quick search program in terms of the
constant values as defined in SE CONST.java looks like the following:

```java
bookQuery = "select" + SE CONST.DB_BOOKNAME+ "," 
+ SE CONST.DB_AUTHOR+ "," + SE CONST.DB_PUBLISHER+ "," 
+ SE CONST.DB_PRICE+ "," + SE CONST.DB_ISBN+ "," 
+ SE CONST.DB_YEAR+ "from" + SE CONST.BOOKSTORE+ "where" 
+ SE CONST.DB_ISBN+ "like '%%";
```

```java
if (!keyword.equals(""))
bookQuery +="and ("+SE CONST.DB_AUTHOR+ "like '%%" +keyword+ "%%" 
or" +SE CONST.DB_BOOKNAME+ "like '%%" +keyword+ "%%" or" 
+SE CONST.DB_PUBLISHER+ "like '%%" +keyword+ "%%" or" 
+SE CONST.DB_ISBN+ "like '%%" +keyword+ "%%" or" 
+SE CONST.DB_CATEGORY+ "like '%%" +keyword+ "%%")";
```

The query contains two parts. The first part specifies the "bookQuery" string (the SQL string), which collects all the related book attributes for the query criteria. The second part appends the "keyword" string to the bookQuery to
complete the whole SQL statement. In doing so, the "like" statement is used to perform the pattern matching.

3. Having defined the search criteria in terms of SQL, we can perform the search by BookQuery.java. There is a booksearch() method in BookQuery.java, which basically performs the following: (1) creates the JDBC connection, (2) executes the SQL statement, and (3) calls the displayTable() method of the DisplayResult.class to display the search result in HTML format.

4. Note that the DisplayResult.class needs to implement the multiple page function as described in Chapter 5.

15.6  EXERCISE 3B - CATEGORY SEARCH

15.6.1  Objective

Category search provides an HTML page (namely category.html) as shown in Figure 15.9 so that a user can search for the books under different categories. The category of each book is indicated by the "category" field in the book database (i.e. mall.mdb).

15.6.2  Program instructions

1. Create the category.html page similar to the one in Figure 15.9. The sample answer is given in Figure A3.6.

2. Write the Servlet CategorySearch.java to perform the category search. Basically, when the hyperlink of a particular category is clicked, the books of that category will be displayed. CategorySearch.java should make use of BookQuery.java and DisplayResult.java to perform the SQL query and to display the search results, respectively. The sample answer for CategorySearch.java is given in Figure A3.7.

15.6.3  Program hints

1. The category.html file is a simple HTML document that contains a table of hyperlinks for a user to invoke the CategorySearch program with different category parameters. A typical link is shown here:

   <a href="servlet/vbs.mall.searchengine.CategorySearch?category=%28e-commerce%29">Electronic Commerce</a>

In this case, a Servlet called "CategorySearch" with the input parameter "category = e-commerce" will be invoked when a user clicks this hyperlink.
2. The major difference between Category search and Quick search is the SQL statement. In this case we search only for books with the specified word(s) in the category field. In terms of the constants as defined in $\text{SECONST}.\text{java}$, the SQL statement is

```
bookQuery = "select" +SE_CONST.DATABASE_NAME+ ",",
+SE_CONST.DATABASE_AUTHOR+ ",", +SE_CONST.DATABASE_PUBLISHER+ ",",
+SE_CONST.DATABASE_PRICE+ ",", +SE_CONST.DATABASE_ISBN+ ",",
+SE_CONST.DATABASE_YEAR+ "from" +SE_CONST.BOOKSTORE+"where"
+SE_CONST.DATABASE_ISBN+ "like '__' and" +SE_CONST.DATABASE_CATEGORY+
"like '__' + category+ '__' order by" +SE_CONST.DATABASE_ISBN+ ","
+SE_CONST.ASC;
```

### 15.7 EXERCISE 3C – ADVANCED SEARCH

#### 15.7.1 Objective

Compared with the previous search options, Advanced search provides the greatest flexibility because a user can perform the search based on a combination of the
book attributes. The input form for the Advanced search is shown in Figure 15.10. Basically, the books that match with any of the specified keywords in the form will be displayed.

15.7.2 Program instructions

1. Construct the Advanced Book Search input form (namely Searchengine.html) with the following attributes:
   - Author name: text field (size 50)
   - Book title: text field (size 50)
   - Publisher: text field (size 50)
   - ISBN number: text field (size 20)
   - Display format: select box with three options of (1) 10 items per page, (2) 30 items per page, or (3) 50 items per page
   - Ordering: select box with three options of ordering by (1) price; (2) ISBN, or (3) year of publication
• A radio box for indicating whether the books should be displayed in ascending or descending order in accordance with the ordering criteria
• A checkbox for indicating whether the cover page image should be shown.

The form should have two buttons: "Reset" button for resetting the fields and "Search" button for triggering the search. The sample answer is given in Figure A3.8.

2. Write the corresponding Servlet program (namely AdvanceSearch.java). Again AdvanceSearch.java should make use of BookQuery.java and DisplayResult.java to perform the SQL query and to display the search results, respectively. The sample answer is given in Figure A3.9.

15.7.3 Program hints

1. The SearchEngine.html is a simple HTML form, which makes use of various HTML form elements (e.g., text boxes, radio buttons, checkboxes, list boxes, etc.). (Please refer to Chapter 3 for details.)

2. Note that in building the SQL statement, we need to take into account that some of the fields in the input form may be empty. The most straightforward way is to build the SQL query as follows by using the "if-then" statement during the parsing procedure.

```java
bookQuery = "select " + SE_CONST.DB_BOOKNAME + ",,"
        + SE_CONST.DB_AUTHOR + "," + SE_CONST.DB_PUBLISHER + ",,"
        + SE_CONST.DB_PRICE + "," + SE_CONST.DB_ISBN + ","
        + SE_CONST.DB_YEAR + "from" + SE_CONST.BOOKSTORE + "where"
        + SE_CONST.DB_ISBN + "like '%";
if (!author.equals(""))
    bookQuery += "and" + SE_CONST.DB_AUTHOR + "like '%" + author
        + ";";
if (!name.equals(""))
    bookQuery += "and" + SE_CONST.DB_BOOKNAME + "like '%" + name
        + ";";
...
```

Bonus: Book details

In order to speed up the search process and to display as many books as possible on a single page, the DisplayResult class will display only a concise list of books, as shown in Figure 15.11.
Only when a user clicks the reference link for a particular book, the detail book summary will be displayed. (see Figure 15.12).

In fact, the BookDetail program is another type of search program which will use an “exact” match for matching a particular book. The program listing of this program is given in Figure A3.10 as a bonus.

15.8 **EXERCISE 4 – ACCESS CONTROL (WEEKS 8 AND 9)**

15.8.1 **Objective**

As an extension to the Servlet session tracking technique that we have learned about in Chapter 6, the main objective of this exercise is to construct a comprehensive customer’s shopping cart login and account maintenance system for the VBS.

The main functions of the system include the following modules:

- shopping cart customer login module – CartLogin.java
- create new customer account module – NewCustAccount.java
- change customer account password module – ChCustPwd.java
- shopping cart customer logout module – CartLogout.java
15.8.2 Program structure

Figure 15.13 shows the program structure up to the current stage. The grey boxes indicate the modules completed in the previous exercises. In this exercise, we will complete the modules of the CartLogin package.

As shown in Figure 15.13, the CartLogin system consists of four major program modules, which will be invoked accordingly when a user clicks on the respective buttons in the menu page. These modules are

- CartLogin.class – for logging into the system
- NewCustAccount.class – for creating a new customer account
- ChCustPwd.class – for changing the customer password
- CartLogout.class – for logging out of the system

In addition, there are two Servlet classes USER CONST.class and ShoppingCart.class. For ease of management, the former defines the constant values being used for developing the CartLogin package. The latter is a session object for customer login control. In fact, one of the unique features for the VBS system is that we make use of the ShoppingCart object (Figure A4.2) for both customer login and
virtual shopping purpose. In other words, whenever a customer visits VBS, he will either be automatically assigned with a new shopping cart or "retrieve" the previous engaged shopping cart if his session object (ShoppingCart object) still exists. Moreover, he can log in to the VBS system (and the customer ID will be "logged" into the ShoppingCart object as well), or the system will ask for customer login when he decides to check out.

15.9 **EXERCISE 4A – CartLogin**

15.9.1 **Objective**

The system flow diagram for the CartLogin module is given in Figure 15.14.

As shown in Figure 15.14, the program logic for CartLogin is similar to the one given in Chapter 6 except that the program needs to cater for more cases as indicated
by the "action" values passed to the server through the HttpServletRequest object. The possible commands are:

- **COMMAND_CART_LOGIN** – show the customer login screen
- **COMMAND_CART_LOGIN_CHECK** – trigger the validation of the login information.
- **COMMAND_PAYMENT_LOGIN** – prompt the customer to log in when he wants to check out but he has not logged in before.
- **COMMAND_PAYMENT_LOGIN_CHECK** – trigger the validation of the login information for the case of **COMMAND_PAYMENT_LOGIN**.
Note that in general there are two login scenarios. In the first scenario, the customer requests to log in by clicking the "Login" button. In the second scenario, the system forces the customer to login because he wants to check out without logging into the system before.

The objective of the program is to cater for all the aforementioned situations.

15.9.2 Program instructions

1. For ease of management, it is recommended that the constant values to be used should be placed in a separate class file (see the sample USER CONSTANTS in Figure A4.1).

2. Based on the program given in Chapter 6, write the CartLogin.java program to satisfy the requirements as shown in Figure 15.14. The sample answer is given in Figure A4.3.

15.9.3 Program hints

1. In fact, the CartLogin program for this exercise is very similar to the one given in Chapter 6. We just need to extend the previous program to cater for more situations.

2. Similar to the approach used in Chapter 6, the CartLogin program should consist of the following main modules:
   - doPost() - handle the different action options
   - showWelcome() - display the VBS welcome page or the "front-door"
   - showPayment() - invoke the payment module to be developed later
   - showLoginDialog() - display the login screen
   - checkLogin() - validate the login information

3. Since we need to use many field constants in the CartLogin program (and in the upcoming programs) such as for catering different "action" options, it is recommended that they be defined in a separate class file for ease of management as mentioned earlier. (Please refer to Figure A4.1.)

15.10 EXERCISE 4B – CREATE A NEW CUSTOMER ACCOUNT

15.10.1 Objective

The system flow diagram for the Create New Customer Account module is shown in Figure 15.15.
The main steps are given as follows:

1. Display the new account HTML form when the customer clicks the "Create Account" button;
2. Validate the customer information after submitting the form; in particular, it is necessary to cross-check whether the user has registered already, in which case an error message should be displayed; and
3. Create the customer account by updating the database accordingly.
1. Design a "Create New Customer Account" form similar to the one given in Figure 15.16.

2. Write the Create New Customer Account program, namely NewCustAccount.java to satisfy the above requirements as given in Figure 15.15. Note that you need to incorporate the form created in step 1 into the NewCustAccount.java. The sample answer is given in Figure A4.4. Note that you need to perform form validation by means of JavaScript as well.

15.10.3 Program hints

You should include the following functional modules in NewCustAccount.java:

- `doPost()` – handles the action options
- `showNewCustAccountDialog()` – displays the Create New Customer Account HTML form
- `showNewCustAccountSuccess()` – displays the “Account Created Successfully” message
• `showNewCustAccountError()` – displays the Create New Account error message(s)
• `addCustRecord()` – performs customer account database validation

15.11 **EXERCISE 4C – CHANGE PASSWORD**

15.11.1 **Objectives**

The system flow diagram for the Change Password module is given in Figure 15.17.

![System flow diagram for Change Password module]

**Figure 15.17** System flow of Change Password module
The logic is relatively straightforward. Firstly, the system checks for the "action" passed to the server. If no action is specified, the Change Customer Password HTML form will be displayed. This HTML form will also be displayed if the action is not "USER_CONST.COMMAND_CHANGE_PWD_CONFIRMATION".

When the customer submits the request for changing a password as indicated by the action of USER_CONST.COMMAND_CHANGE_PWD_CONFIRMATION, the password update method will be invoked (namely CustPwdUpdate()). After processing, the result (either success or failure) will be returned via the showChangeCustPwdSuccess() and showChangeCustPwdError() methods, respectively.

15.11.2 Program instructions

1. Write the program Change Customer Password (ChCustPwd.java) to satisfy the aforementioned requirements as indicated in Figure 15.17. The change password form is as shown in Figure 15.18.

2. The program should have the following main methods:
   - ShowChangeCustPwdError – for showing the error messages
   - ShowChangeCustPwdDialog – for showing the Change Customer Password form
- ShowChangeCustPwdSuccess – for showing that the customer password has been changed successfully
- CustPwdUpdate – for updating the new customer password into the database

The sample answer is given in Figure A4.5.

15.11.3 Program hints

The program logic follows a similar approach as the Create Customer Account program.

15.12 **EXERCISE 4D – CartLogout**

15.12.1 Objective

The objective of the CartLogout module is to allow the customer to log out of the system whenever required. Technically, it eliminates the ShoppingCart's session object so that a new session can be started (possibly by another customer) from the same machine.

As shown in Figure 15.19, the core program logic is very simple. Firstly, the program should check whether a session object (ShoppingCart) exists or not. If a session object exists, the program will clear the session object; otherwise, it will display an error message showing that the user has not logged in.

15.12.2 Program instructions

1. Write the program CartLogout.java for performing the log out function as indicated in Figure 15.19. The sample answer is given in Figure A4.6.
2. The program should contain the following methods, namely
   - ShowNotLogin – for showing that the customer has not logged in
   - ShowLogout – for showing that the user has logged out successfully

15.12.3 Program hint

The method for closing a session is `session.invalidate`. 
**EXERCISE 5 – VIRTUAL SHOPPING (CartServices) (WEEKS 10 AND 11)**

### 15.13.1 Objective

In Chapter 6, we discussed how to employ the Servlet session tracking technique for supporting customer login using the ShoppingCart object.

In this exercise, we will implement another core function of the ShoppingCart object—“virtual shopping”—and demonstrate how it can be integrated into our VBS system.

### 15.13.2 Program structure

Figure 15.20 shows the program structure up to the current stage. The grey boxes indicate the modules completed in the previous exercises. In the following exercises,
we are going to build the CartServices program within the "Shopping Cart" package (i.e. the white box).

As shown in Figure 15.20, the Shopping Cart system consists of two program modules:

- CART_CONST.class
- CartServices.class

The CART_CONST.class (see Figure A5.1) defines the constant values (e.g. action commands and field values) to be used for virtual shopping. CartServices.class provides various shopping cart services such as viewing the shopping cart content.

In the last exercise, we have introduced the shopping cart object.
The main attributes of a shopping cart to support virtual shopping are:

- Customer identity (ID)
- Number of items being purchased
- Total price of the goods (books) being selected
- List of goods selected including product code, quantity of purchase, item price, and item description.

For a detailed description of the shopping cart object, please refer to Section 6.4.2 of Chapter 6.

15.13.3 CartServices: System flow

Figure 15.21 shows the flow chart of the shopping cart system for virtual shopping. The main tasks are performed by CartService.class.

In principle, the CartService program implements different virtual shopping functions, including:

- COMMAND_ADD – add books into the shopping cart object
- COMMAND_UPDATE – update the information stored in the shopping cart object
- COMMAND_CLEAR – clear the current shopping cart object while still keeping it for later use

15.13.4 Program instruction

1. Write the CartServices Servlet to satisfy the requirements as indicated in the aforementioned flow chart. Work out the main logic flow of the CartServices program.

2. The CartServices program should have the following main modules:
   - doPost() – handles different types of CartServices commands;
   - addItem() – adds books (i.e. the ISBN number(s)) and order quantity into the shopping cart object (cart).
   - updateItem() – updates the order quantity for a particular book already in the “cart” object and removes the book from the “cart” object if new order quantity is zero.
   - clearCart() – clears all the books in the ucart object.
   - viewCart() – displays the current contents of the shopping cart (see Figure 15.22).

The sample answer is given in Figure A5.2.
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Figure 15.21  System flow for the CartServices
In the final exercise, we are going to complete the whole e-shopping procedure by performing the checkout or e-payment function. For simplicity, we assume that payment is made by simply posting the order into the transaction database. In addition, the e-payment system also performs other necessary checkout functions as follows:

- getting the customer’s personal information from the database according to the user identity stored in the ulog object
- sending an e-mail to the customer for confirming the order
- displaying the books purchased

The main system logic is given in Figure 15.23.
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**Figure 15.23** System flow for e-payment system

### 15.14.2 Program structure

Figure 15.24 shows that we have almost completed all the VBS program modules (all the grey boxes are the completed modules). In this exercise, we are going to complete the e-payment package, which consists of the e-payment class.

### 15.14.3 Program instruction

1. Create a transaction database with a table consisting of at least the following fields:
   - **Customer**: The name of the customer
   - **DeliveryQty**: The quantity of books delivered to the customer
   - **SubscribeQty**: The quantity of books ordered by the customer
2. Write the e-payment Servlet program, namely "Epayment.java" to satisfy the requirements as indicated in the aforementioned flow chart.

3. The program should have the following main modules:
   - payment() – this is the entry point of the program
   - formatEmail() – it obtains the customer's personal information from the database; generates the payment notice; and calls the sendEmail() method to send an e-mail to the customer confirming the purchase
• `sendEmail()` – it sends the confirmation e-mail
• `displayList()` – it displays the order summary and invokes the `updateDB` method to update the transaction database accordingly
• `updateDB()` – it updates the transaction database

### 15.14.4 Program hints

The following program* is for sending an e-mail message "emessage" to "mailhost.vbs.com." To use the program, we need to import "sun.net.smtp.SmtpClient". The sample answer is given in Figure A6.1.

```java
private void sendEmail(PrintWriter out, String sender, String receiver, String subject, String emessage) {
    PrintStream out; SmtpClient _email;
    try{
        _email = new SmtpClient("mailhost.vbs.com");
        _email.from(sender);
        _email.to(receiver);
        out = _email.startMessage();
        out.println("From: " + sender);
        out.println("To: " + receiver);
        out.println("Subject: " + subject);
        out.println(emessage);
        out.flush();
        out.close();
        _email.closeServer();
    }catch(Exception e){
        out.println(e.toString());
    }
}
```

* This program is written by Gary Li; listed with his permission.
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Routing Information Protocol (RIP), 34, 38
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of payment, 286
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